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Abstract
Population genetic structure and subdivision are key factors affecting the evolution of organisms. In this study, we analysed and compared the
population genetic structure of the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum and its mosquito vector Anopheles gambiae over space and time in
the Nianza Province, near Victoria Lake in Kenya. The parasites were collected from mosquitoes caught in six villages separated by up to 68 km
in 2002 and 2003. A total of 545 oocysts were dissected from 122 infected mosquitoes and genotyped at seven microsatellite markers. Five
hundred and forty-seven mosquitoes, both infected and uninfected, were genotyped at eight microsatellites. For the parasite and the vector,
the analysis revealed no (or very little) genetic differentiation among villages. This may be explained by high local population sizes for the
parasite and the mosquito. The small level of genetic differentiation observed between populations may explain the speed at which antimalarial
drug resistance and insecticide resistance spread into the African continent.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Population genetic structure and subdivision have long
been recognised as important factors affecting the evolution
of organisms [1]. Nevertheless, our knowledge of the genetic
structure of hosts and parasites remains particularly limited
in natural conditions even for systems of medical or veterinary
importance [2].
Plasmodium falciparum, the agent of the most malignant
form of human malaria, is not an exception. While this pathogen is one of the most deadly, with more than 2 million people killed each year especially in Africa, we know little about
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the parasite population structure as well as that of its vector
hosts in the same areas [3,4]. The sizes of their populations
(which largely determines the level of genetic drift and thus
the efficiency of selection) and their connectivity (which determines the speed at which a favourable mutation may spread
through different areas) are among the basic population features that remain largely unknown but are fundamental to their
evolution, co-evolution [2] and thus responses to changes in
their environments (e.g. [5]). Such knowledge is particularly
important in the context of malaria control, as it would help
to understand and predict, for example, the evolution of drug
resistance in the parasite [6] and the spread of transgenic resistance genes in the vector [7].
In this study, we analysed the population genetic structure
of P. falciparum and its vector An. gambiae in six villages
in an area of Kenya with intense and permanent transmission,
over two years of sampling.
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2. Material and methods
2.1. Sampling sites
A. gambiae and P. falciparum were collected in the Nyanza
province in Kenya. Six villages (Kapsulu, Kodera, Rangwe,
Ringa, Rota and Sondu) near Victoria Lake were studied.
All villages were separated by less than 70 km. For more details on the transmission sites, refer to [8]. In all villages, malaria transmission is intense all the year along.
2.2. Mosquito collection
Resting, blood-fed An. gambiae females were collected
with aspirators from the walls of houses early in the morning
during the main rainy seasons of 2002 and 2003, between midMarch and June. Mosquitoes were collected each year for ten
weeks in each of the six villages. Mosquitoes were brought to
an insectary (maintained at ambient temperature, humidity and
light), fed with a sugar solution ad libitum, and maintained for
7 days in small pots.
2.3. DNA mosquitoes and P. falciparum oocyst
extractions
On the 7th day after capture, we dissected the mosquito
midguts and checked them with a microscope for the presence
of oocysts. Infected midguts were stored in absolute ethyl alcohol and each oocyst was isolated under a Leica DMIRB
microscope. Dissected oocysts were individually preserved
at -20  C in absolute ethyl alcohol until their DNA extraction
using the DNeasy Tissue Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, CA). Uninfected and infected female mosquitoes (after gut removal) were stored in absolute ethyl
alcohol. Genomic DNA was extracted from individual female
mosquitoes and the rDNA-PCR method was used to determine
the species identity for specimens within the An. gambiae species complex [9].

Table 1
Microsatellite loci characteristics for An. gambiae (loci coded from A to H)
and for P. falciparum (loci coded from 1 to 7)
Locus

Code

Cytologic
location

Repeat
motif

GenBank
acc. no.

Ref.

AgXH1D1
Ag2H22C1
Ag2H147
Ag2H46
AgX2A1
Ag2H143
Ag3H29C1
Ag3H119
POLYa
TA60
ARA2
Pfg377
PfPK2
TA87
TA109

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

X:1d
II:22c
II:2R19
II:7a
X:2a
II:2La
III:29c
III:35b
Chr. 4
Chr. 13
Chr. 11
Chr. 12
Chr. 12
Chr. 6
Chr. 6

(CCA)
(TG)
(GT)
(GT)
(GT)
(TC)
(TGA)
(GT)
(TAA)
(TAA)
(TAA)
(TAA)
(ATT)
(CAA) (TAA)
(ACT)

Z72021
NA
Z72052
Z72020
NA
Z72050
NA
Z72043
G37809
G38876
G37848
G37851
G37852
G38838
G38842

[10]
[10]
[10]
[11]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[10]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]

NA, not available.

FSTAT V.2.9.3 (updated from [13]) was used to estimate
Nei’s [14] unbiased estimate of genetic diversities (Hs) and
to test for deviations from HardyeWeinberg expectations
within mosquito and parasite populations. Deviations from
HardyeWeinberg proportions were tested using f, the Weir
and Cockerham’s [15] estimator of Wright FIS [1] as a statistic
and 10,000 within-samples permutations of alleles among individuals to compute the P-value.
Genetic differentiation among villages was estimated with
different methods according to the species concerned. For
mosquitoes, differentiation among all six populations in
each time interval and between pairs of populations within
and between temporal periods, was estimated using Weir
and Cockerham’s estimator q [15] of Wright’s FST [1] calculated by the program FSTAT V.2.9.3. Population differentiation was tested using the genotypic log-likelihood ratio G
test described in Goudet et al. [16] and by performing

2.4. Microsatellite loci and genotype scoring
We investigated 8 and 7 microsatellite loci for An. gambiae
and P. falciparum, respectively (Table 1). PCR amplifications
followed the protocols of [10] and [11] for the mosquitoes and
[12] for the parasites. Fluorescence-labelled PCR products
were sized on ABI Prism310 genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems), with a Genescan500LIZ internal size standard.
2.5. Statistical analyses

Table 2
Summary statistics for the six studied populations of An. gambiae
Populations

Year

N

Ho

Hs

FIS

Kapsulu (KAPS)

2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003

5
55
88
38
16
47
40
56
64
89
12
37

0.475
0.627
0.601
0.604
0.515
0.621
0.574
0.600
0.616
0.607
0.541
0.565

0.633
0.693
0.704
0.730
0.653
0.699
0.661
0.704
0.692
0.701
0.653
0.724

0.273*
0.095***
0.147***
0.175***
0.216***
0.113***
0.132***
0.149***
0.111***
0.134***
0.177**
0.223***

Kodera (KOD)
Rangue (RAN)
Ringa (RIN)

2.5.1. Population genetic structure
Genetic analyses were performed on (i) 547 mosquitoes
collected in 2002 and 2003 in six villages (Table 2) and (ii)
545 P. falciparum oocysts dissected from 122 infected An.
gambiae collected from the same villages but one (Sondu).
In this latter village too few infected mosquitoes were collected to allow the genetic analyses.

Rota (ROT)
Sondu (SON)

N, number of mosquitoes genotyped. Ho, observed heterozygosity; Hs, Nei’s
[13] estimate of local genetic diversity; FIS, heterozygosity deviation from
HardyeWeinberg expectations. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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10,000 among-samples permutations of individual genotypes.
For the parasite, another procedure was used to take into
account for the different levels of hierarchy (e.g. [17]) occurring in our samples. The first level of subdivision is the
oocyst sub-population carried by an individual mosquito
(the infrapopulation [8]); the second is the site (or village)
where infected mosquitoes were collected. Population differentiation over all sites as well as between pairs of sites
within and between temporal periods was estimated using
HIERFSTAT version 0.03-2, a package of the statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2004) that computes
hierarchical F-statistics from any number of hierarchical
levels [18]. The significance of genetic differentiation among
sites or among temporal samples (hereafter called FVT) was
tested by randomly permuting 1000 times the oocyst subpopulations among the different samples of interest (the sites
or the temporal samples).
For mosquitoes and parasites, an isolation-by-distance
model of population genetic structure was tested by regressing
q/(1  q) (or FVT/(1  FVT)) against the natural logarithm of
geographical distance between population pairs [19]. Distances between locations were calculated with the Encarta program using the geo-localisation of each site. The statistical
significance of the regression was tested with a Mantel test
with 5000 permutations using FSTAT V. 2.9.3.
Genotypic disequilibria among pairs of loci were tested
with 10,000 genotype permutations. The significance of the
association between each pair of loci over all samples was
determined with the log-likelihood ratio G statistic.
For all multiple test procedures (e.g. pairwise FST and linkage disequilibrium), the significance levels were adjusted with
the Bonferroni correction [20].

2.5.2. Population genetic structure of the ‘‘infected’’ and
‘‘uninfected’’ mosquitoes
We investigated possible genetic differences among infected and uninfected mosquitoes within each population using a particular permutation procedure available in FSTAT.
V. 2.9.3 (updated from [13]; ‘‘Sex-Biased Disp’’ procedure
adapted for ‘‘infected’’ and ‘‘uninfected’’ hosts). Its principle
is the following: if ‘‘infected’’ and ‘‘uninfected’’ individuals
harbour the same structure, the statistics used to describe it
(e.g. FST, Hs etc.) should not differ between them. Let Xm
and Xf be the statistic of interest for ‘‘infected’’ and ‘‘uninfected’’ mosquitoes, respectively. Then, the test proceeds as
follows. The statistic of interest (FIS, FST, Ho (the observed
heterozygosity), Hs) for both groups (infection status) and
the absolute value of their difference DXobs ¼ rXm  Xfr are
calculated over all populations. The infection status is then
randomly assigned 10,000 times to each individual (keeping
the individuals in their original population and the infected/uninfected ratio in each sample constant). The P-value of the test
is then computed as the proportion of randomly obtained
values of DX that are equal to or higher than the observed
value. For maximal power, the analyses were performed
over all villages for each year.
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3. Results
3.1. Anopheles gambiae
According to PCR identifications, all 547 mosquitoes analysed belonged to the S molecular form of An. gambiae sensu
stricto. Over all samples and years, the number of alleles of
the 8 microsatellites ranged from 4 to 21 and the genetic
diversity Hs ranged from 0.65 to 0.73 within villages. The
genetic diversity was slightly higher in 2003 than in 2002
(Table 2; Wilcoxon signed rank test: P ¼ 0.031). No linkage
disequilibrium was found between any pair of loci within mosquito populations after Bonferroni corrections (Table 4).
Strong and significant departures from Hardy-Weinberg expectations within each village were observed at each time period (Table 2). Overall, FIS ( f ) within villages ranged from
0.095 to 0.27 indicating large deficits in heterozygotes. Fig. 1
shows FIS values for the eight loci in anopheline populations
within each time period. Locus D (Ag2H46) showed high heterozygote deficits in contrast to other loci, which showed less
deviation from HardyeWeinberg expectations. Null alleles
have been found at this locus in the literature [21]. When we excluded this locus from the analysis, the mean FIS ( f ) over all
loci decreased, but remained highly significant (Fig. 1).
Only a few pairs of populations showed significant differentiation (q > 0) within each time period (see Table 5) after Bonferroni corrections. Overall, q among populations was 0.006
for the 2002 samples and 0.002 for the 2003 samples. Only
the 2002 q-value was significantly different from 0. No significant patterns of isolation by distance were detected at the
scale under scrutiny for either period of sampling (Mantel
test: 2002: P ¼ 0.53; 2003: P ¼ 0.082). Within each village,
no genetic differentiation was observed between the two
periods of sampling (Table 5).
Finally, over all villages and years, we observed no significant difference in the distribution of genetic variability between infected (In) and uninfected (Un) mosquitoes (2002:
for the FIS: In ¼ 0.135; Un ¼ 0.139; P ¼ 0.93; for the FST:
In ¼ 0.017; Un ¼ 0.004; P ¼ 0.20; for Ho: In ¼ 0.592;
Un ¼ 0.595; P ¼ 0.90; for Hs: In ¼ 0.685; Un ¼ 0.690;
P ¼ 0.69; 2003: for the FIS: In ¼ 0.097; Un ¼ 0.153;
f
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0.5
0.4
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0.2
0.1
0
-0.1
-0.2
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O
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Fig. 1. An. gambiae FIS estimates ( f ) per locus and year of sampling (2002:
blue diamonds; 2003: pink squares).AeH refer to the different locus (see
Table 1 for the correspondence between the code and the name of the locus).
O, over all loci. O-D, over all loci but locus D.
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P ¼ 0.08; for the FST: In ¼ 0.014; Un ¼ 0.001; P ¼ 0.11; for
Ho: In ¼ 0.623; Un ¼ 0.602; P ¼ 0.33; for Hs: In ¼ 0.689;
Un ¼ 0.711; P ¼ 0.08).

genetic structure of the vector An. gambiae and the parasite
P. falciparum in an area of Kenya with intense transmission.
4.1. An. gambiae population genetic structure

3.2. Plasmodium falciparum
The microsatellite loci of the 545 oocysts genotyped were
highly polymorphic. The number of alleles ranged from 7
(locus Pfg377) to 19 (loci PfPK2 and TA109) and the genetic
diversity over all oocyst subpopulations within each village
(HT) ranged from 0.738 to 0.817 (Table 3). Deviations from
HardyeWeinberg expectations, as measured by FIS, were
detected within oocyst subpopulations (i.e. within mosquitoes)
and ranged from 0.093 to 0.31 as previously observed by [8]
(Table 3). In contrast to the vector, all pairs of loci were in
linkage disequilibrium in P. falciparum (over all sites, 21 tests
out of 21 significant at P ¼ 0.05 after Bonferroni procedure)
(Table 4).
In Plasmodium, population structure occurs at different
levels. Within sites, oocyst subpopulations constituted one
level of population structure. Genetic differentiation among
oocyst subpopulations was significant (as previously demonstrated [8]) and ranged from 0.036 to 0.397 over the two periods of sampling. The second level of population structure
was the site where infected mosquitoes were collected. Once
the lower level of differentiation (the oocyst subpopulation)
was taken into account, no significant differentiation was observed among villages. No isolation by distance pattern could
be found in either 2002 (P ¼ 0.52) or 2003 (P ¼ 0.24). Within
each village, no genetic differentiation was observed between
years (Table 5).
4. Discussion
Comparing over space and time the distribution of genetic
variability of hosts and parasites brings information on the
functioning of each species, especially with respect to those
factors that may influence their evolutionary and co-evolutionary
dynamics such as their effective population size or migration
rate. In this study, we analysed and compared the population

For An. gambiae, we observed significant deficits in heterozygous individuals (i.e. FIS > 0). Although the FIS-estimates
are biased by the null alleles in one of the loci (locus
AG2H46) [21], they remained significantly different from
0 when this locus was omitted from the analyses. Similar deviations were reported in all previous microsatellite studies on
An. gambiae (e.g. [10,11,22e26]) and were considered to represent null alleles. Our results give some insight into this issue
with the analysis of linkage disequilibrium (LD), which measures the departure of the association of alleles at different loci
from that expected in a population under random mating. LD
is expected if members of different subpopulations (Wahlund
effect) or different inbred ‘‘lines’’ are pooled in an analysis,
as they have different probabilities to carry certain combinations of alleles. In contrast, LD is not expected if heterozygote
deficits are only due to null alleles, because all individuals are
equally likely to carry a null allele. Thus, as no LD was observed among any pairs of microsatellite loci, our results on
heterozygote deficiency are likely to be due to the presence
of null alleles.
An. gambiae populations were only very slightly genetically differentiated among villages at the scale under scrutiny
(the maximal distance between two populations was about
68 km). This result is consistent with the majority of previous
studies on An. gambiae in similar regions of Africadespecially in Kenya [10,11,24,25]dshowing that the geographical
area associated with a population of An. gambiae was generally larger than 50 km in diameter.
Such low genetic differentiation observed between populations is indicative of a large local population size of An.
gambiae in the area, which is further corroborated by the observation that allele frequencies did not vary significantly between
the temporal samples (separated by about 12 generations [24])
and that a high level of genetic variability was maintained in the
population. Again, this result is congruent with previous studies

Table 3
Summary statistics for the five populations of P. falciparum
Populations
Kapsulu (KAPS)
Kodera (KOD)
Rangue (RAN)
Ringa (RIN)
Rota (ROT)

2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2003

Nim

Np

Ho

Hs

HT

FSV

FIS

5
13
18
2
3
13
6
11
16
35

16
36
181
3
12
29
18
17
54
179

0.615
0.365
0.407
e
0.388
0.285
0.394
0.539
0.46
0.367

0.837
0.609
0.515
e
0.596
0.422
0.526
0.646
0.565
0.433

0.817
0.796
0.787
e
0.775
0.75
0.764
0.752
0.782
0.757

0.036*
0.2***
0.353***
e
0.276***
0.425
0.369***
0.196***
0.249***
0.397***

0.331***
0.248***
0.093***
e
0.276**
0.165
0.186*
0.174*
0.134*
0.133*

Nim, number of infected mosquitoes used in the study; Np, total number of parasites genotyped within infected mosquitoes; Ho, oocyst subpopulation observed
heterozygosity; Hs, oocyst subpopulation expected heterozygosity. HT, expected heterozygosity over all oocyst subpopulations, within villages; FIS, deviation
from HardyeWeinberg expectations within oocyst subpopulations. FSV, genetic differentiation among oocyst subpopulations. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;
***P < 0.001.
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Table 4
Linkage disequilibrium: number of significant combinations of pairs of loci on a total of 28 and 21 combinations in An. gambiae and P. falciparum populations,
respectively
KAPS
An. gambiae
P. falciparum

2002
2003
2002
2003

0
0
0
6

(N ¼ 5)
(N ¼ 55)
(N ¼ 16)
(N ¼ 36)

KOD

RAN

0 (N ¼ 88)
0 (N ¼ 38)
21 (N ¼ 181)
e (N ¼ 3)

0
0
2
7

(N ¼ 16)
(N ¼ 47)
(N ¼ 12)
(N ¼ 29)

RIN
0
0
2
0

(N ¼ 40)
(N ¼ 56)
(N ¼ 18)
(N ¼ 17)

ROT
0
0
3
21

(N ¼ 64)
(N ¼ 89)
(N ¼ 54)
(N ¼ 179)

SON

All sites

0 (N ¼ 12)
0 (N ¼ 37)
e
e

0
0
21
21

(N ¼ 225)
(N ¼ 322)
(N ¼ 281)
(N ¼ 264)

Significance was determined after Bonferroni corrections. N indicates the number of individuals genotyped per population.

reporting high estimates of local size of An. gambiae populations in nearby regions in Kenya [24]. It may explain why
only little genetic differentiation is observed between some
high-transmission sites of western and eastern Africa, although
they are separated by thousands of kilometres [26].
Changes of allelic frequencies over time within populations
are frequently used to infer their effective size. One traditionally used method is the one described by Waples [27]. It was,
for instance, applied to estimate the effective size of An.
gambiae in Kenya [24]. Waples’ method [27] assumes that
sampling is random, that no subdivision of gene pool exists
and that selection, mutation and migration are negligible.
Those assumptions are quite strong and very likely to be
wrong in natural conditions. This is especially true here for
the hypothesis of no immigration as we observed no or very
little genetic differentiation between the populations sampled.
Because immigration is known to strongly skew the estimate
of effective size either upward or downward [28], we thus
avoided using such a method and simply limited our analysis
to the computation of genetic differentiation between temporal
samples.

Comparing genetic variation between infected and uninfected hosts may reveal interesting properties regarding the origin of host susceptibility to the parasite and its evolution (see
e.g. [29]). For instance, a lower average observed heterozygosity of the infected hosts may reveal a problem of inbreeding
depression lowering their ability to resist parasites. A lower
FST among infected hosts could reveal a phenomenon of
host local adaptation to the parasite resulting in an increase
susceptibility of immigrants compared to residents. In our
study, we did not detect any difference in the distribution of
genetic variability between infected and uninfected mosquitoes. Although this result may suggest the absence of the
aforesaid phenomena (i.e. lower resistance of more homozygous individuals or of immigrants), we cannot completely
ruled out the possibility of a lack of power to detect a difference between infected and uninfected mosquitoes.
4.2. P. falciparum population genetic structure
The way genetic variability of P. falciparum is distributed
within villages, both within and among oocyst subpopulations,

Table 5
An. gambiae and P. falciparum genetic differentiation
KAPS
An. gambiae populations
KAPS
KOD
RAN
RIN
ROT
SON

0.0213
0.0191
0.0117
0.0472
0.0328
0.0452

Global q value for 2002 samples
Global q value for 2003 samples

0.006**
0.002

P. falciparum populations
KAPS
KOD
RAN
RIN
ROT
SON

0.017
0.053
0.053
0.032
0.034
NA

Global qVT value for 2002 samples
Global qVT value for 2003 samples

0.0049
0.0048

KOD

RAN

RIN

ROT

SON

0.0038
0.0047
0.0029
0.0044
0.0034*
0.0099

0.0032
0.0032
0.002
0.0023
0.0061
0.0048

0.0087*
0.0035
0.0028
0.001
0.0065**
0.002

0.0035
0.0012
0.0029
0.001
0.0019
0.0036

0.0062
0.0001
0.0027
0.002
0.0029
0.0144

0.0015
0.018
0.013
0.018
0.001
NA

0.0088
0.0147
0.0006
0.009
0.03
NA

0.0072
0.03
0.0066
0.019
0.0058
NA

0.014
0.027
0.009
0.0142
0.0031
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Above diagonal: q values between pairs of samples collected in 2003. Below diagonal: q values between pairs of samples collected in 2002. On diagonal (in bold):
q values between populations from the same village between the two sampling years. In all cases, asterisks designate significance at the Bonferroni level with
*P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. For each species, below the matrix are global q values for both sampling periods. For An. gambiae, pairwise FST (q) were computed
using FSTAT V.2.9.3. For P. falciparum, pairwise FVT (qVT) between villages were computed using the hierarchical method implemented in HIERFSTAT.
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has already received attention in Razakandrainibe et al. [8].
Contrary to An. gambiae, P. falciparum displays strong linkage disequilibrium, is locally highly structured (oocyst infrapopulations are genetically highly differentiated) and shows
high FIS within infrapopulations, a likely result of (i) high
levels of selfing during fusion of gametes [8,30], or (ii) Wahlund effects resulting from the intake, by the mosquito, of two
infected blood meals at sufficiently long time intervals to prevent the fusion of gametes coming from the two blood meals
[31].
After taking into account the smallest levels of fragmentation, i.e., between subpopulations of oocysts coming from different mosquitoes, no significant genetic differentiation was
observed between villages. Therefore, as for An. gambiae,
the area covered by the present study (more than 50 km of
diameter) hosts hundreds of reproductive units of P. falciparum, the heterogeneity of which is fully explained by individual hosts and poorly (if at all) by geography. These results are
again consistent with those obtained in previous studies in regions of intense transmission and may thus explain why very
little genetic differentiation has been reported even between
regions separated by thousands of kilometres [12,30].
As for An. gambiae, these findings suggest therefore a very
large local population size of the parasite in areas of intense
transmission. This idea is here further supported by other results, such as the observed high level of genetic variability
maintained in the populations and the fact that no significant
variation in allelic frequencies was observed between samples
collected one year (and thus about 6 parasite generations)
apart. Again, we did not attempt to compute an effective
size from the temporal samples, as no temporal-sample based
method exists for structured samples with obligate extinction
(i.e. the oocyst sub-population constitutes one level of structure within each sample but this entity does not persist over
time). Pooling the oocyst sub-populations to form only one
sample at each time interval would result into a strong overestimate of the variance in allelic frequencies between temporal
samples, because of the genetic differentiation existing among
oocyst infrapopulations, and hence an estimate of effective
size strongly biased downward using Waples’ method [27].
The migration of the parasite between the transmission sites
is necessarily host-dependent in P. falciparum. It may therefore depend on the mobility of either humans or mosquitoes
at the scale of our study. Without any further knowledge of
the mobility of each infected host in the sampling region, it
cannot be known which host affects the dispersal of the parasite more.
5. Conclusions
As described above, the population genetic structures of An.
gambiae and P. falciparum are similar in certain aspects but
different in others. While neither shows much genetic differentiation among Kenyan villages more than 50 km apart, they differ in their population structure within villages. In contrast to
the vector, P. falciparum populations are far from panmictic,
as indicated by the strong departure from HardyeWeinberg

expectations (high positive FIS), the level of differentiation
observed between oocyst infrapopulations and the extent of
linkage disequilibria observed in its genome.
This may have several consequences for the evolution of
the parasite compared to its mosquito host. While population
structure does not affect the probability that a new advantageous mutation is fixed in a population, it can greatly affect
its time to fixation, i.e. the speed at which it spreads in the
population [32]. In particular, the more structured infrapopulations are, the longer the time to fixation should be, i.e. the
more slowly the mutation should spread [32]. Linkage disequilibrium can also affect positive selection if several mutations
are selected at the same time in the genome [33]. The efficiency of selection acting simultaneously at several linked
sites may thus be considerably reduced because of the high
level of linkage disequilibrium occurring in the genome.
The dynamics of new advantageous mutations will thus
differ in the population of the mosquito or the parasite. Such
differences will therefore affect their co-evolutionary dynamics and the way they respond to changes in their respective
environments (e.g. drugs, insecticides).
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